Abstract. The bottom of the lattice of varieties of modular ortholattices is described, The theorem that is proved is; THEOREM.
Introduction
The lattice of varieties of modular ortholattices contains a countably infinite ascending chain with least element the trivial variety and with supremum the variety MOa. We prove that every variety of MOL's not in this chain contains MO@. The material in [3] reduces the problem to showing that certain subdirectly irreducible algebras must contain a nontrivial Boolean interval. The problem is then translated into a ring theoretic setting and the result depends on the proof of a technical lemma concerning certain lattices of submodules. This lemma is stated at the end of Section I.
The paper is split into three parts. The first part, Sections 1, 2, and 3 gives the necessary background material. The second part, Sections 4, 5, and 6 is devoted to proving the lemma, and the final part presents the reduction of the general setting to that of the lemma. However it is suggested that the reader scan Section 7 before commencing a detailed reading of Section 4 in order to aid motivation. Claims stated without proof or specific reference are either well known, e.g., (1. l), or very easy to prove, e.g., (7.1).
The contents of this paper are an edited and slightly extended version of the author's PhD thesis [ 141, written under the supervision of G. Bruns.
Preliminaries (MOL's)
We begin by recalling some basic facts about complemented modular lattices, for a fairly thorough presentation of the theory see [4] , If L, is a complemented modular lattice then the set of elements in L with unique complements is called the center ofL, written C(L).
(1 .l) The rnup L + [O, u] x [O, u'] given by x + (x A u, x A u'), where u' is u complemem of u, is un isomorphism Qj'-u E C(L). If the mup is un isomorphism then its inverse is given by (s, t) + s v t, It follows that The above theory is developed in the more general setting of orthomodular lattices in [ 111.
The simplest examples of MOL's are the Mon. Let n be a cardinal number greater than 1, MOn consists of 2n pairwise incomparable elements and the bounds. Define MOO to be the one element MOL and MO1 to be the two element Boolean algebra. Let MOn be the variety of MOL's generated by
